
Josette A WEBSITE TO PROMOTE TALENT 
After more than 15 years in NY, I found myself surrounded by some of the most creative and talented people I had ever 

met. From this environment grew the desire not only to talk to them about their work but also give them a platform to 

showcase their art, whether it be photography, illustration, design, writing, music… The core idea is to promote people 

who are not well-known yet, but should be, and to foster a space for creation, a venue for artistry, a platform for ideas. 

CURATED CONTENT 

Spotlight: Short introduction, interview based on the Josette questionnaire, photo gallery of work, and contact 

info. Subject is free to choose the work on display.  

 

Referral: A well-known creative refers someone who they think should be known. The subject of the referral can 

be in the same line of work or not, this is at the discretion of the referrer. Both receive promotion for their work through 

the feature. The referred subject receives a Spotlight type feature. Interview of the subject by the referrer is strongly 

encouraged though not obligatory. 

 

Boards: Visual mood boards around a theme for fashion and design by recurrent contributors. The boards aim to 

showcase the style, vision, and expertise of the contributor as well as highlight up and coming designers and one of a 

kind vintage pieces. 

 

Blurbs: An opportunity for contributors to write a short presentation with a gallery/look book on a style influencer, a 

role model, or simply someone who couldn’t be interviewed for the Spotlight section but should be featured. 

 

Travel: Cool stores or interesting people encountered during the contributor’s travels. Similar to Blurbs. 

 

A/V: Contributors select audio or video content they would like to shed a light on (songs, music videos, short films, art 

films, web series.)  Original videos are welcome and encouraged as well as video interviews or exposes. 

 

Word!: A section for writers featuring essays, short stories, fiction series, poetry.  

 

Instastalking: Cherry picked instagram accounts to highlight. 

 

Online Store: Featured artists and designers may sell items through the Josette store. Though not an 

obligation to the designers, Josette would like to promote limited edition exclusive items designed specifically for the 

site. The store will only feature a couple of items per designers, selected by the designers themselves.  

 

 

 
HOW YOU CAN GET INVOLVED 

Josette would love to feature you or someone you know! 

 

Get in the Spotlight: Send us a short introduction about yourself/your brand/your work, answer our 

questionnaire, give the contact you would like us to display, and select the images you would like us to feature in your 

gallery.   

 

Refer someone: If you are an established creative with a following and would like to refer someone to be 

featured as well as promote your latest venture, we would  have both of you in the Referral section with a crossed 

interview. If you just want to refer a creative and talented person to be in the Spotlight section, then send us information 

about their work and we will ask you to make an introduction. 

 

Be a contributor and share your vision: Create fashion or design boards, highlight audio 

and video content or produce your own exclusively for Josette, write a Word! piece or a Blurb. Show us what you like, 

promote your style and brand, and showcase someone’s talent in the process. 

 

Spread the word: Tell your friends about Josette once the site is live so they can participate and showcase 

their talent. Josette will always be open to suggestions and consider portfolios and  resumes. We will regularly need 

fresh content from all over the world! 


